on the hook arguing wildly against the tug crews the danger of becoming dependent on machines and outside help, or, of course, real emergency operations in the ocean fog where solar panels fail to provide enough energy for strange air propellers and New Orleans water shovels.
Finding the Institute and its harbor is less an issue since huge Zeppelins dock at the Refined Capsule above the Flat Planes, swaying around their ports and thus conveniently pointing out the current wind direction. And if by any chance none of the Zeppelins is there, and neither one of the Queen Maries and United States and Michelangelos and Italias docking around the pier (which is really improbable), then the Institute still cannot be missed thanks to the presence of the Refined Capsule itself.
Between six and fifteen stories high, clad in corrugated aluminum of all colors (of course from recycled cans), and sitting on thin stings (with extra slow elevators so as not to deprive people of the precious moments where they are trapped in something without the possibility to be busy), high above the southern most corner of Pier 40, the Capsule displays its most famous and important part to the guests from the Atlantic or other Sausalitos: the hang-out rooms.
Finally, we are a society where hanging-out is now the base of all culture. The hanging-out in concentrated contemplation, creative implementation, and intellectual conversation.
Already from the distance and with the weirdest enlargement tools the arriving boaters try to recognize friends and colleagues up there-and vice versa; and as soon as they have docked at the north face of the pier building (south of Pier 41 and the farm of Lonely Towers, and curiously observed by the kids from the riverbank as if the old superliners were still all leaving New York on late Friday afternoons) most of them rush immediately up there to hug everybody, to tell about their latest adventures and thoughts, to exchange their burning questions, to inform about their new ideas, and to get the harshest criticism or the highest applause-from the colleagues who are aware of their common human specificities: consciousness and intelligence.
Many of the travellers stay first for awhile in the northern Flat Planes of the pier (which are reserved for the activities of the guests), and start working like maniacs on the first stable ground for weeks or months, start to implement what developed in their heads during this time, and what they think would stimulate an exciting wave of interest among their comrades. It is a particular atmosphere in these Flat Planes. Everywhere there is hammering, sawing, grinding, welding, which can make the halls a veritable hell of noise, dust, smoke and flashes. Constructions go up, made out of trash from the surrounding neighborhoods. People build little shelters: they want to be in this never-ending activity, but need a place to retreat. Everybody tries continuously to define his or her realm and personality by creating, changing, and exploring. They all understand the sufferings and the extremity of creative thought (and architects aren't that separated in this society any more, finally); they are open to weird proposals since they know that the most comfortable and economic thing might be the one that contributes the least to their common enterprise: giving meaning.
Desperate thinkers, doubters, and other freaks with huge rings under their eyes step out of dark isolation, and disappear immediately. But tomorrow they might be the happiest writers, painters, or designers, sweating in front of huge old printing presses on high speed to get the thoughts that came in the dark out in the world, or relaxing through philosophical discussion in the small walled-off oriental gardens in the center of Pier 40, or up on the roof of the planes, in large glass houses, happily back in the real world feeding their chickens and watering their tomatoes. Also up here the conceptual sense-finders overlook the developments. There are the Brothers Wesnin, thinking how their Palace of Work has to change in these times-what is so different? Or the conceptualists are just experimenting, noting where people settle down, proposing a most informative arrangement when the fight in the dark halls gets out of control, or when the attachments to the Lonely Towers get too ambitious. Or they are implementing new ideas on the energy household of the glasshouses, checking out sun directions, experimenting with exotic plants and seeds: it can be terribly hot and humid up there (so of course the first thing they did was to build a toboggan from up here into the Hudson, and a fork that prevents the bathers from being sucked downstream).
It is a world of transition; transition is not a stay in between, but the constant orientation towards strange attractors.
You wake up with a mood that might be so depressive that you just want to retreat into the darkest spot, and you think you will spend your life there and you try to get acquainted with the idea, and suddenly you change your mind.
You imagine a very different environment that would suit your desire to contribute somethingand you move to one of the Lonely Towers. You sit high above the river on the lonely smokers' platform, in your perfect solitudeat anytime you want you could change your loneliness into a terrible busy state. Or you move into one of the glass houses, or you build a tree house on a pipe sticking out of the river. Or you want to leave the place and you go away. 7g To the same degree that this society has lost its clear and linear goal, it has lost its appreciation for the static, for the steady, for the stable. Home is no longer associated with the preconception of property. The Home is the place that is re-built on a continuous basis-and that is what makes a home. The nomad in the universe of information is the only form of being that is responsive to the infinite complexity of this universe and to the absence of easy answers. Constant travel or exaggerated behavior dominated the biographies of writers, artists and geniuses, and now that everyone is left with the necessity to very actively give meaning byvirtue of creative capacities, all of a sudden everyone behaves in this manner.
The collective of machines earns enough revenue so that everyone has a decent and continuous incomethe fore-thinkers of the machine tax were 150 years too early, and now it is not really a tax: Things are just there, come from some automated corn field, production facility, or travel exchange, and go automatically to some robotized sewage plant and m garbage eater. Creativity is more a matter of stop-S ping automated processes at informative points than .c of inventing new ones. The entire energy of inventiveness and creation has thus shifted onculture. It is no longer an industry that is called culture, that produces for consumers, but culture is now the term for the necessary self-expression of every individual.
In practical terms: Everyone can decide to work more and earn more money, but also not to do so, and face the problem of boredom: What is it all about? And everyone starts working again, much more so than before, only with the implementation of the most informative contents in mind: the appreciation of human colleagues is no longer given through money-everybody has it-but only through Of course I always wanted to be Captain of a Zeppelin, and designer of a Lonely Tower, and author of a screen play, and would not money had been the only form in which this past society was able to express its appreciation, I would of course have done all these things for free. 
